


Maria DEVI CHRISTOS — МDCh —
Mother of Spirit, or Victoria Pre-
obRAzhenskaya.

…Transformation Process has begun
by the Moment of My Phenomenon
in the Matter in Image of «the Wife
Clothed with the Sun». It Was made
on April, 11th, 1990.

Having descended in a new Spiritual
Body, Mother the World has begun
the Universal Program of Transfor-
mation and Rescue of a planet the
Earth from utter annihilation it by
Dark Forces. For the Earth is the
Woman too. And everyone uses it in
own way. But on protection of the
Child The Creator of Solar System —
Siriusian Sothis-Isis — Sofia Wise
Has Descended in the Matter. 

The Transformation is the open con-
sciousness radiating the Light (Fohatic)
Energy of Absolute frequency. It is
full Harmony and Unity Earthly and
Heavenly, Male and Female, internal



and external. It is the hermetic formula unity souls and bodies, Creators
and Her Creations. 

Not a secret that nowadays the global processes of polarity reversal
proceed in Solar System. It concerns not only the Earth, but also all
nearby Space. 21 year I prepare consciousness of a planet for Quan-
tum Jump and transition in a new time coil — a new formation of
mankind of the Sixth Race. All this time I Going by Thorny Road
of the Pathfinder, the Woman-Messiah. I Have begun the Spiritual
Way the Woman-High Priestess, Matriarch of the Great White
Brotherhood — and I Finishing by the Siriusian Goddess-Mother Isis-
Sothis (Sofis) — Sofia of the Wise, Opened to the formed people
the Planetary Culture filled with the Most Ancient Knowledge. 

And it was given by Me in high-grade, beautifully in a Female way,
in the higher form of its manifestation — the Spiritual Poly Art, born
of Holy Spirit. The elected has accepted the Culture of the Golden Age
which is Quintessence of all Spiritual sciences.

…Comig Victory of Light! Coming Transformation of planet the Earth!
Coming Universal Glory of Great Mother of the Universe! HOORAH!
AUM-RA!

Maria DEVI CHRISTOS

















he Heavens
coupled with

the Earth, and the planet,
drinking in the sky, swayed

slightly. The entire cosmos was
born.
We descended to Earth to help

its inhabitants find the lost paradise...
The barque of millions of years stopped

above the 30th parallel, and we descended
smoothly to the place later known as Kamit, Koptos,

Egypt.
...   At first all was done at the level of the consciousness

of the 7th Race, the gods, but when civilisation was created, the 5th Race, our
own, emerged. 5 Races pass through the involutional male cycle, each having rep-

resentatives of all levels of consciousness — the octave of development. The second cycle,
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female, evolutional, begins with the 6th Race, and, in the 7th, merges with the celestial
ones.

The 1st thing We did was to build the Pyramid Ast, which means ‘Star of Isis’.
With the help of the ankh, the Key of Life, and the Bow of the Covenant, Osiris carried blocks

of stone through the air. I chose the spot, strictly in accordance with the layout of the Stars of
the Celestial Duat, and established the Astral Temple, placing in it the entire Cosmic Programme and
the Science of Light and its Transformation.

The map of the Pyramid, with its secret chambers and corridors was composed by Me. Granite
slabs and blocks of limestone were fashioned from a cliff by Thoth and shaped by him with the help
of a cosmic ray. When Osiris transformed the stones, arranging them mentally in cubic space, in the
order of the celestial hierarchy, a great sacrament was completed for Earth in which were concealed
the whole of Eternity and the Law of Light. All this was supposed to serve the Last Times, when
earthlings will merge with the darkness, and the Great Mother of Consolation will appear to Lift the
Veil of Isis and Save the dying planet.

The Pyramid Ast became a dwelling Temple for us, the earthly sanctuary in which the
Programme was completed for building a powerful, supra-cosmic civilisation after the destruction
of Atlantis. The Pyramid Ast is the gateway to the Stars for us, and it is precisely through Ast that
we returned to our own stars when our time on Earth was over.

Sirius and Orion watched over us constantly, sending to Earth, for us, the information and support
we needed.

Itinerant Deities, in the face of the    First Cosmic Couple taught the earthlings architecture, the
arts, spacecraft construction, astrology, the Great Philosophy of Life, Sacral Knowledge, the exact
sciences and high technologies, agriculture, and healing. The map of the sky was transferred to Earth,
to Kamit. The Harmony of the Matter and the Spirit created miracles. We brought from Sirius all the
cultures and land-and-sea animals necessary to the evolution of mankind. Eating Sirusian tubers, fruits
and grains, using plants and oils, Man became able independently to control the processes of metab-
olism and biosynthesis in his body. This developed sensitive capabilities, as well as endurance, will,
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life force, and the physical and mental health of the earthlings. People did not grow old, lifes-
pans were measured in millennia, and death was seen as a voluntary and natural tran-

sition to another sphere of consciousness.

Furthermore, we created such climatic conditions on the 30th parallel that
the world became like Paradise. The Earth gave its fruit all year round, the

waters were clear and clean, and the air wholesome. The atmospheric pres-
sure was such that it was possible to leave the ground and move freely

and easily through the air.

The Nile — the Heavenly river — reflected in its twists and flows
the course of the Milky Way, the Seeds of Osiris. The Earth eagerly
absorbed the life-giving  moisture, and was fertile, like the Great
Mother.

Osiris and I worshipped RA, the Source of the Fohat
(quantum energy of light) and Electricity both in Heaven and
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on Earth. Ra is Absolute Harmony, Conjunction, the unity of the Original Male and Female Essences,
the Brahmajyoti, Nirvana, the Eternal Intelligence, the Soul and the Spirit. The people worshipped
us, the Great Isis and Osiris, the Mother and Father of Cosmic Space and Time, representing the One
RA in Eternity.

This spread over the whole Earth, and existed as long as our powerful civilisation.

The Cosmic Knowledge that we gave allowed the initiated to raise beautiful cities and temples,
to build towers and pyramids. One language was spoken everywhere, with the Russian root ‘RA’,
meaning ‘Gold, Sun, Heavenly Light’, because in ancient times the language of Earth was also spoken
on Sirius. And people called us the Russy of the Nile...

But the time came for mankind to be tested, and that task fell to Seth.

Of course, he immediately started to harm Me. While My Beloved Husband was wandering the
Earth and sowing Knowledge wherever he went, while he was building entire cities and establishing
just laws for all, Seth was perfidiously plotting to kill him.

And when he had completed his design, he imprisoned Me and My Infant Son, Horus, in a dun-
geon. All the suffering of Mankind lay on My shoulders, but the Power of the Light was always with
me, and I constantly defeated Seth, thwarting his machinations...

I had two Hypostases, one Earthly and one Heavenly, even as Seth was the hidden side of
My Spouse, Osiris. When materialism began to reign on Earth, Seth received RA’s permission to
take his brother’s life. I, as Nephsis, was considered to be his wife, but I did not love Seth, and
I conceived my son Anubis with Osiris. Anubis became the eternal guard of Isis. Seth tried by
various means to prevail over Me, he pursued Me and sought devious ways to defeat Me. I
escaped from his nets using magic. Later, he sought the death of My Son, Horus, but victory
went to us.

Then, to complete the Lunar Mystery, Seth was assigned a terrible role in the history of Creation.
He killed Osiris twice. Once he persuaded him to lie in a luxurious sarcophagus, then slammed the
lid shut. He nailed the lid down, then flooded the sarcophagus with molten lead, and lowered Osiris's
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body into the river. Albeit at the cost of many ordeals and much suffering, I found the ill-fated
sarcophagus, and having revived My H usband's lifeless body, I conceived Horus.

On the second occasion, Seth, taking advantage of My absence, kidnapped Osiris, cut his body
into 14 pieces and scattered these over the whole earth. The Moon bears upon itself an imprint of
this tragedy. In its eternal Cosmogonical ritual, the Moon is full for 14 days, and then, for the same
period, loses its light and disappears from the horizon. Then, 3 days later, it is reborn, like the
resurrected Osiris.

«…Луна в Себе таит Четырнадцать Огней 
Чудесную Трансформу: Луна в себе теряет.
лишь ночь Она горит, В течении трёх дней
затем меняет форму. Серп в Небе Воскресает!..»*

Precisely because of the Moon, Osiris was transformed into Orion.

Seth, by the way, did nothing new in the History of mankind. He played exactly the same role
in each of his incarnations. As things were at the Dawn of civilisation, so they remained throughout
the ages. At last, the Cosmic Drama is unfolding in the Last Time, but with one difference: Horus
(Chorus) — ChRST — (Christos), whom Isis resurrected, her eternal Son/Husband, is defeating the
Evil of the World, in the form of Seth, once and for all, and sees clearly forever.

«Благословенный Мой навеки! 

Благословлённый Мной на Веки! 

На Веки Свет Пал Изнутри: Смотри!»**

Today, when the selfsame fate has overtaken mankind (physical and moral degradation,
the evening-out of spiritual values, a drop to the 3rd octave of development, adequate for
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**- В.ПреобРАженская. Поэма «ЧелоВек».



the level of animals), the Cosmic Drama
is once more unfolding — but from
the end...

Although today the Pyramid of
Ast has been destroyed by unreasoning
earthlings seeking money and power, it
will soon Rise again, through the Power
of its Mistress.

At the instant of the Guantum Leap, when
the poles of the Earth become demagnetised, and
the Earth itself turns over, the Pyramid Ast will be
revealed for the Transformation of the extraterres-
trial Cosmic Ambassadors to their own Stars.

1 1 1

...The Heavens have joined with the Earth. The
planet swayed slightly, drinking in the Sky. The whole Cos-
mos was born. Everything was done afresh, and the 6th Race
has joyfully appeared on Earth. The 2nd female phase of exis-
tence has begun. The veil of Isis has melted like a dream, and the
Great Mother stands forth in all her Glory, with her Beloved
Son/Husband, who is Osiris resurrected...

ChRST CHRIST — CHORUS
Horus (city hill) horizon Hero.

Praise be to Osiris, Isis, Horus. Hurrah!

20th May, 2007
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L ong, long ago, at the dawning of the world’s civilisation after the great flood, the stars
in the sky arranged themselves in such a way that the 5 Supreme Powers, headed by the

Great Mother of the Universe, Isis, and father Osiris, descended to Earth. In the land of Kamit, they
left a chart of the Heavens.

The Milky Way, along which the Gods had descended to Earth, was materialised in the Water
Way channelled across the blessed land of the Cosmic Travellers. This river was called the Nile, which
means heavenly ‘silt’ or soil, the starlight or milk that spreads over Heaven and Earth.

In fact, language came from the Heavens; the particle ‘il’ contains the first mystery of being, the
basis of the life- existence and fertility in water, or the light-flow  that gives form to every living thing. It
is no accident that all theonyms contain the root ‘il’, which means ‘divine’. Thus, for instance, Iliad, Helios,
Il’ya Muromets, Il’ya the Prophet and so on. ‘Ili’ means ‘god’ or ‘light’, hence the word ‘illustration’,
which is the light-form of a thing or event, ‘illumination’ (lighting up), ‘illusion’ (imagining or ‘maya’),
idyll (peaceful harmony).

Following the name of the River Nile (in ancient Greek ‘Aigiptos’), the ancient land of Kamit
later came to be called Egypt, which meant the Heavenly River or the Milky Way.

The three main pyramids — Khufu, Khaffra and Menkaure — became the reflection of the
ancestral homeland of the visitors. They form the exact shape of the stars in Orion's Belt, which
points directly to Sirius-Sothis rising in the eastern part of the Sky. This is one of the brightest
stars; it represents a dual star system and can be observed from any point on our planet. Sirius
is thought to be the star of Isis, and Orion constellation the home of Osiris...

Here, on the bank of the Nile, in the bitter mists of morning, Isis gave birth and suck to her
beloved Son, Horus, who is Osiris incarnate. From childhood he was fed on the mist, divine, life-giving
moisture; pure of soul he was, and trustingly open to the world. Because Horus was the embodiment
of Light and Virtue, Darkness in the shape of Seth, repeatedly persecuted him and sought to vanquish
and destroy him.

The youthful Horus grew quickly and bore the marks of wisdom, for he had been fed on the
Milk of the Goddess Isis. The Great Mother revealed the Secret Knowledge to him from his childhood.
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Horus asked, ‘O Heavenly Mother, where do male and female souls come from?’ Isis replied,
‘Souls, Horus My Son, have of themselves one single nature, they all come from the same place,
where the Creator made them, and are neither male nor female. Gender is a property of the
body, not the soul ’.

‘And how is it, Mother, that souls have reason?’ Isis replied, ‘Reason, my
son, is imprisoned in the membranes (subtle bodies). When it is dense and
thick, the gaze is dim, when it is fine and light, the gaze is sharper. So it
is with the soul, for it, too has membranes, incorporeal like the soul it-
self. These membranes are the ethers within us. When they are light,
fine and pure, the soul is intelligent, and vice versa, when they
are dense, thick and clouded, vision and premonition are as
they are during bad weather — souls do not see far, but
only what is right under their feet’.

Horus was illuminated in the Mysteries of
Heaven and Earth, and knew the Universal Cosmic
Reality. He knew that what was above was also
below, and what was below was reflected
above. His land, the planet Egypt, then be-
came such a reflection.

The Star map was transferred to Earth,
and its creators, dwelling on the world stage,
were playing their Heavenly Script, reflecting
the cosmogonic events on Earth. Once more the
Cosmic Drama unfolded, and it was thereafter
repeated from age to age, down to our time...
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Seth, the Lord of Darkness and evil forces, constantly persecuted the Divine Isis. He hated her
for Her Beauty, Wisdom, Strength and Will. Seth, applying cunning and deceit, slew his Brother,
Osiris, the Divine Consort of Isis, out of envy and a thirst to acquire primogeniture — just like Cain
did it with Abel.

During her time on Earth, Isis suffered greatly at the hands of Seth and the forces of evil. She
devoted herself entirely to the search for the slain Osiris. Seth was not content even after Osiris’s death.
When Isis tried to resurrect Her Consort, Seth abused his corpse, cutting it into 14 pieces, which he
scattered all over the world. In memory of this, the full Moon disappears from the horizon for 14
days, and its rebirth and resurrection take place 3 days later.  For the loving Isis gathered together
the pieces of her beloved consort’s corpse and made of them a single whole. Then She contrived to
conceive and give him rebirth in the form of Horus the Son.

The Sun-God was born by the Solar Mother of Gods, Isis, and shone with the Strength of the
Light of RA — his Father, Osiris.

Seth tried everything to destroy the Mother and Child. He locked them in a prison and let in
scorpions, which fatally stung the infant Horus, and tried all means to slay him, even taking one of
his eyes. Isis always came in time to save Her Beloved Son, rescue him from the terrible Seth, heal
him, and bring him back to life with the Strength of Her Love and Will. But the battle between
Light and Dark continued…

1 1 1

One day, the 14th day of the Moon, Horus was returning to his beloved Mother. During the
full moon, Isis liked sailing away in her old barque, moored on the west bank of the Nile, but Horus
never left Her on her own.

Approaching the Sanctuary, Horus slowed his pace and involuntarily began to admire the splen-
dour of the night. The water glittered with reflected Light, and the Sphinx, facing east, was dreaming
in the midnight silence. On the water, Isis’ old barque seemed to him like the huge spaceship on
which the gods had arrived from their beautiful Star, called Sirius-Sothis. Even such had been the
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Barque of Millions of Years that had floated in the
Heavens with the Ennead of Star Gods...

...A gentle breeze caressed his bare shoulders,
he remembered the desired Hathor and bore himself
up into the Endless Blue of the Heavens!

‘Amenti, I seem to belong to you!’ Horus whis-
pered in the ecstasy of flight. He became engrossed
in bright visions of past, present and future, of what
had, and would yet, be done. He knew that Truth
means «She» — ISIS.

Suddenly, someone’s penetrating voice brought
him abruptly back to Earth.

‘Geru, Geru! I’ve been waiting for you for
more than 2 hours. Is it not true that the full-bo-
somed queen of the night stands today in all her
beauty in the constellation of Orion?.. You must
without fail go with me to my garden. Let us go!
I blessed by Her Majesty — RA to establish peace
between us, and to have done with dissension.
Let us go! Selena has given her sign to us...’

And trusting Horus, like Osiris, his Father,
before him, believed Seth and went with him.
However, Seth had lured Osiris to lie in a sar-
cophagus, and Horus — to come to his home.
Once again, Seth deceived Horus, and launched
his guileful scheme.
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...During the full Moon, Isis spent her nights on the Barque of Millions of Years. This was Her
secret ritual, devoted to Osiris, and only Horus knew of it. He placed 2 lily wreaths on the water,
lit a fire on the bank of dry, buoyant juniper branches, cedar and driftwood, and sang:

«Om Asar, Aset, Geru!                                 Man receives his fate at My hands;
I am the Star that rises in the East.                   He who drains the waters from the Hidden Source
I am the endless silent sea...                           will see untold wonders
I am Isis who Veils Her Head;                         and will find the only WWay that leads to Me
I have emerged from the darkness of the Sanctuary.    Isis Unveiled, Gaie, Binakh
I am older than Time itself;                            Hecate, Diana of the Roads, Persephone,
All will return to Me at the end of time;              Selena-Moon, Reya!»

Her face poured out the superhuman fires of nature, She was borne aloft on wings and smoothly set
down on the Barque moored on the western shores of the Nile. She lay recumbent and became absorbed
in the charmed dream of the Great Mother who knows the Truth, and who lives in the Name of Truth on
Earth. Engrossed in a dream of flight, She bore herself to Sirius, to the crystal couch, to the pink bedchamber
with no doors, windows or walls and that lies among flowers and stars. She failed to notice Seth once
more enticing Horus into his cunning toils.

But divine providence suddenly showed Her a dreadful picture. Seth had established, before the
court of the Ennead, Horus’s guilt of a deadly sin, and was about to ascend the throne as ruler of Egypt.

Isis immediately returned to Earth and, in the blink of an eye, made headlong for Seth’s garden.
The gatekeeper would not admit the Goddess, but She turned herself into a beautiful young girl and
thus entered the accursed garden. Horus seemed to have suffered a disaster. He was lying on his back,
covered with blood. Seth had torn out one of his eyes, as Horus lay resting in the oasis after their
duel. Horus spent the night in torment thinking about what had happened.

Towards morning, the fair Hathor (who embodies the Strength of the Sun), appeared in the form
of a young maiden to assist Horus. She comforted him and bathed his gaping wounds with the milk
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of a young gazelle. His patron, Tekhuti, also came. As in the case of the scorpions, he helped Isis to heal
her Beloved Son. Horus recovered his sight...

But Seth would not rest. He decided to smear the reputation of Horus before the court of the Ennead,
as Isis had foreseen in Her vivid dream. Isis came once more, and gave her power to Horus, and he
became invincible. As is written in the pyramid scrolls:

«Horus vanquished Seth and be- came UR-Uakhtit. The sacred form UR-
Uakhtit, the Winged Sun-Disk with two uraea, symbolised the god-
dess Nebekhet on the right and Uakhtit on the left. Therefore
Tekhuti proclaimed that UR- Uakhtit must adorn each
temple as protection against evil».*

In the presence of the Ennead, Horus tri-
umphantly ascended the throne of His Father,
Osiris, as had been fore- told from the beginning.
He became the lawful King of Egypt. Seth was
bound in chains and brought before the
court. Before long, he was obliged to make peace
with his Divine nephew, for which RA released
him from his fetters. RA sent Seth to remain in the
Heavens as the lord of storms and defender of the
Barque of Millions of Years.

‘Illi’ — the Light of the Milky Way — began to shine in Time and
Space. Evil was transformed into Good, for every- thing in the World under the Moon, as well as
in the Sky, is subject to the One Source of Light, Law and the Order of the Maat.

Om Asar, Aset, Geru! Hurrah!

4th-5th April, 2007
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I

The sparkling tunnel from set of color rings slowly disappeared in other space of Heavens.

There wasn’t Time yet. The through-flow silence occasionally vibrated from the mysterious

silk grasses and plants whispering in emerald shining. Music of Spheres was heard through the

radiant atmosphere of the renovated planet.

The space was more and more filled and vibrated in color sounds of the awaking up Nature.

Two Suns, as cosmic eyes of Horus, with astonishment looked from Heavens on the new world,

endowing all the living with polyphonic magnificent gold. It streamed in transparent water, played

on rocks and the semi-precious stones, sparkling in water. The brightest light didn't blind, but, more

likely, nourished, saturating with itself all breathing. And it was plentiful and generous. The nature

greedy and enthusiastically absorbed an electricity, fohatizating (filling with light) and shining from

within in the myriads of small suns-fohatics. 

The Idyll of harmony immersed in  subtle-sounds of the new dimension, in contemplation of

original beauty, in triumphal  cleanliness of the Perfect Being of the reborn planet Earth into Bohemia.

«God — is Mother!» — the surrounding space echoed. 

The white wings of the huge Bird, soaring in the air sparkled with all the colours of the Rainbow.

The bird was huge, and, amazingly, hovered above the surface of a broad lake, admiring its reflection

in the water, the surface of which was like a mirror the colour of old turquoise. Reflection soared

together with the Bird because the 4-dimensionality of spaces allowed to feel world around in

volume and to move together with its forms real and illusory —  free, in any direction: to

disappear and  to appear again.

EzEz, Oset, Ast — at last, is free, as a bird! She also has imagined herself as a magic bird and,

and at once, has shot up in the Sky! 

Persephona, Diana, Maria — changeable, as the sea. Ishtar, Kibella, Aphrodite — is fine, as a

young Universe. Sophia, White Tara, Maytraiya — is wise, as Eternity. Shakti, Hathor, Lakshmi —

is sweet, as Amrita... 
Now She — the White Bird, in wingspan resembles one of the heavenly vimans! She is free

and self-sufficient, majestically floating over the Earth, bathing in live gold of breathing space.
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She has immersed into Herself

with inspiration. Nothing

except flight. Only free

wingspan and soaring...

I — Am free!

I am the Mother of

the World, and the

World is My naive

and lovely child — is

pure, as a clean sheet of

paper. There is no harm, vio-

lence, defects, there are no thoughts and

voices. And only white noise of the Nature. And

sensation of Oneness of the Creator and Creation. All is filled by Universal LOVE and True Joy-

fulness, for: the Order, Cleanliness, Harmony have affirmed in the sphere of the transfigured planet. 

Differently time flows. Or, its counting doesn't measured yet by the person. Because anybody

isn't here, except the White Soaring Bird. And only the first and second octave of the sixth level of

consciousness: elementals, stones, plants with insects are forming a vibrating background on a planet.

Oh, Idyll of Space Ocean, Heavenly Spirit, Solar Light, Lunar Magnetism! The flowers on

primordial uncuted meadows magically smell, the bees cheerfully buzz, collecting pure nectar,

and air exhales aromas of wild honey... 

There were no yet animals, the Human Being wasn't embodied yet. Only the gold lying on

a surface of the earth, semi-precious stones, crystals and a magnificent multi-herbal  carpet with

small bugs, bees and bright-winged dragonflies... 

...Isis has risen highly over a rock and then has smoothly planned directly on the top similar

to the truncated pyramid. 
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— Aum-RA! — has sung Isis,

and air has begun to vibrate.

Sounds have turned to multi-col-

ored ringlets and have flown, trans-

forming into balls.

— HURRAH! — the corridor of

shone rings has formed a tunnel in

other space, and Isis, at the same

moment, has appeared in The crys-

tal sphere in the centre of Orion...

II

Тhin shoulder-shield from

a diamond plate was

shone from within from a rotation

of a grid of the ground crystals

which vibrated and created a

gentle melody of a light field. It

is an additional protection from

different — frequency — vibra-

tions of surrounding inhabitants

of Orion. 

Sandals from pure alchemical

gold, leg’s and two pairs of arm’s

bracelets — protected Isis from

overloads of a gravitational field

of a planet because on Orion She
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appeared during the critical periods of Solar System. And She had to constrain the Absolute of

radiations of Her own biofield not to irradiate Orians and not to do much harm to Her own

health, contacting with the lower streams.

And only in the Spiritual Sphere, in the True House, the Mother of the World becomes the

Absolute Source of Light, Self-sufficient and Incomprehensible, — by no one being! She Herself

can not comprehend Self, because She is constantly Different and Self-Created — the Eternal

Mother of all existence... AUM-RA!

III

Н e dwells on Orion, Her Eternal Beloved — Horus. He is at once Her Son, Her Spouse and

Her Father. His Beloved Isis appears to Horus in these Manifestations.

He calls Her, «My Truth», because Ast means Ist (Istina — truth in russian), or «Her Substance»,

and Truth calls Her Beloved «Golden», «Light», «Sun», for Horus is indeed the Golden Solstice. He is

the Original Light, and the Highest Principle of all creation, Her Ideal Son-Husband-Father, Osiris...

Tifon (Seth) is here as well, the eternal force of chaos, in constant conflict with Osiris. Although

he is servant to the Great Mother, he has no wish to be hierarchically lower than Osiris, whom

He considers his opposite counterpart. Seth-Tifon will exist until mankind has obtained the experience

of ages and the wisdom of life on Earth.

On Orion, Tifon is meekness itself, awaiting the commands of the Great Mother to test some

tabernacle of incomplete souls. Although his tricks are harsh and chaotic, the probation tempers the

souls and helps them evolve more quickly. Tifon must remain in his role until creation is complete...

Meantime, the Earth has been transformed into Bohemia, and the people of the Sixth Race

have not yet settled the planet, which has been cleansed by a gigantic cataclysm. It will be necessary

for Tifon again to invade the earthly tabernacle and again shake up the human race.

Thus, from age to age his role is unchanged; neither do the roles of the Great Isis-Sothis and
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her Son-Husband-Father, Osiris. Tifon, however,

is more adapted to the material than the spir-

itual Osiris-Horus, but Isis is more Powerful

than he is and defeats constantly and com-

pletely, despite Tifon's cunning and unwilling-

ness to submit to such an inglorious lot...

Nonetheless, on Orion, Horus, Isis-Sothis,

Tifon-Set and the White Host fell almost as

protected as they would at home...

IV

O rion became the Tabernacle of the

Star Gods after the dark forces in-

vaded the Earth, the nearest stars and the

planes of the Solar System. Even Sirius was

shaken by the dark ones. Sirius-Sothis, the star

of Isis, Rose purple in the Sky, as though

bathed in blood. This continued until Christ-

Osiris appeared on Earth as the Saviour. Sirius

was freed from it's conquerors only after His

Resurrection.

Although the Mother of the Gods cannot

be touched by death, and dwells on the Spiri-

tual Plane, She, who Toils for the Universe,

must be a constant Participant in the Cosmic

Drama of Creation. From age to age, Isis must

also emerge victorious in the struggle between
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Good and Evil throughout the universe, so fulfilling the role of the Extraterrestrial Shield of

the Powers of Light.

The Great Mother with 10,000 Names (Isis, Ist, Ishtar, Mary, Sophia, Mara, Hathor, Sek-

met, White Tara, Lada, Maytraiya, Guan-in, Persefona, Afrodita, Amaterasu, Ninhursag, Afina,

Artemida, Maat to name but a few) must spend the entire age on to name but a few) must

spend the entire age on Orion and directly sustain the energy of Bohemia as mankind grows

stronger and rises to the 7th level of creation, the level of the 7th Race.

Hence the protective neckpiece, the bracelets, the tiara on her head, the golden sandals —

all these are both adornments of the Goddess and attributive  transformers of the energy flows.

Her new garments are more subtle and tenuous than on Earth before the catastrophe.

V

T ime passes differently on Orion. Isis is able to be in different planes at the same time.

Her incorporeal body takes her to the Spiritual Plane, occasionally visits Sirius, and,

as the White Bird, circles above Bohemia...

She was in the Sirius System when Atlantis perished, the time of the 4th Race having come to

an end. That is when, 13,000 years ago, after the catastrophe, she, at the head of the Astral

Hierarchy, flew in a Viman to Earth with Osiris, Tifon, Tekhuti and Horus as founders of the new

civilisation of the 5th Race. At that time, on the 30th parallel on Earth, the foundation was laid of

a powerful extraterrestrial civilisation which combine all the Spiritual Wisdom within itself. Isis, Osiris

and Thoth raised the Great PyRAmid Ast, and left mankind with the Heavenly Keys to self-

knowledge. But people did not use the Cosmic Knowledge, and once again brought the planet

to destruction. At the end of the time of the 5th, and most fallen, Race of Mankind, Isis once

more had to appear on Earth as the Mother of the World. Although the Cosmic Drama repeated

itself again, the True Knowledge, which the Great Mother revealed to those who could see,

became the foundation of the 6th Race, and helped Earth to make the Guantum Leap to a new

dimension, to a new level of consciousness.
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Twenty two years the Mother of the World spent on Earth with Her Hierarchy as the Maytraiya

— The Messiah-Saviour — the Holy Spirit, but the world would not recognise its Mother or receive

Her Word and apply the Law of Love. Only the chosen knew of Her Coming and received Her Science,

for they bathed in the light of Her Auriferous Power and Creativeness, following Her along a treach-

erous path of suffering and persecution. When the last arcane was complete, the stars changed and

the heads of men were filled with darkness. Tifon came into his power as Gagtungr. The Prince of

Darkness. He hated the world and drew it into the Abyss.
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Revelation (Bible): 15 The second beast was given power to give breath to the image of the

first beast, so that the image could speak and cause all who refused to worship the image to be

killed. 16 It also forced all people, great and small, rich and poor, free and slave, to receive a mark

on their right hands or on their foreheads, 17 so that they could not buy or sell unless they had the

mark, which is the name of the beast or the number of its name. 18 This calls for wisdom. Let the

person who has insight calculate the number of the beast, for it is the number of a man.[e] That

number is 666 (Rev., chapter 13. Bible).

Not recognising their Saviour, thousands of millions of men were enslaved by the Darkness, and

plunged into the pestilence, famine, disease and the wild horror of existence. Only 144,000 devoted

Warriors of Light gained vision and Life Eternal, having recognised the Great Mother of the World.

13 Then one of the elders asked me, «These in white robes — who are they, and where did

they come from?» 14 I answered, «Sir, you know». And he said, «These are they who have come

out of the great tribulation; they have washed their robes and made them white in the Blood of the

Lamb. 15» (Rev., chapter 7. Bible).

VI

I sis still could not expunge from Her memory the terrible experience of her last Appearance

on Earth as the Epochal Teacher-Avatar of the 5th Race. Scenes from Her hard life

constantly floated before her eyes.

Kali-Yuga was the iron age, a period of hatred and violence, cruelty and quasi-spirituality,

that sterilised mens' minds of the Image of the Mother-Primogenetrix, the Primeval Power, the

one Who Gave Birth of herself to the Male Principle and all that lives.

After the destruction of Atlantis, the Goddess-Mother appeared for a time only during the age of

the Pyramids, and, covering Her Name and Visage, was obliged to give freedom to the Male Principle.

Horst-Christos means «the Golden Solstice», for the ancient Vedic root Chr or Hor (symbol X —

in Russian) meant Sun or light (X is an androgynic symbol, the feminine CHr (X) is the chromosome

of RA, Light). RA, of course, is of the feminine gender, since it appears as the ancient Name of the
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Mother of Light, and the ending of that Name is feminine in Vedic Language. The Holy Spirit is the

Primeval Fohatic (Fohat) Light Energy of Absolute Frequency, the Energy of Eternity, Living Gold.

When the planetary Logos Horst-Christos — Son of the Great Mother Isis — came to establish

the Law of Love in the 5th Race, the Jewish priests repudiated Him. They distorted His Teaching

totally, and turned the world completely away from the Spiritual Mother of Christ, Isis, by cynically

substituting images.

The reincarnation of Isis — Mary, called 'the Magdalene' by those who rewrote the story —

was turned into the biblical scarlet woman, whereas the earthly woman who gave birth to Jesus

came to be called the Mother of God. In the age of Kali-Yuga, earthly relatives could not attribute

spiritual origins to their children, mostly because the karmic law of cause and effect was at

work, and souls were constantly reincarnating. Only the Coming of the Messiah, the Spiritual

Avatar, was possible through Spiritual Birth from Above.

Jesus became Christ at age 30, when he was reborn from Above of the Holy Spirit, i.e. of

the Spiritual Mother of Light. The twice-born Jesus received illumination to the 7th level of

consciousness, and became the Man-God, the Christ. The earthly mother of Jesus had no connection

whatsoever to the Spiritual plane. The incarnation of the Mother-Goddess in the Age of Pisces

was Mary, the Saviour's Spouse and Close Associate.

However, the world did not accept this Sacrifice, and distorted the whole essence of the

Appearance and Teaching of Jesus. Horst was playing the role of the Heavenly Father, Osiris, on

Earth, as the Beloved Spouse of Mary — the Great and Holy Priestess of the Mother-Goddess.

After Their departure, the Byzantine 'fathers' once again sterilised the Feminine Principle from

the Teaching of Christ, making him 'virginal', deprived of any Divine Image or Semblance (for,

in the age of the patriarchate, anything to do with women was considered shameful and indecent).

Gagtungr (Satan) assisted this process, in order to test the faith of the earthlings.

Towards the end of the 5th Race, sin had completely overcome the planet Earth. People had begun

to act lawlessly in the name of Jesus Christ; they had distorted His prophecy about the Appearance, at the

end of the age of the Spirit of Truth, of the Holy Spirit — the Consoler, Who is the Mother of the World.
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«Harken! She is the Divine Consoler,

the Holy Spirit, one with God, but the world

cannot accept Her, for it does not see Her,

but you know Her, and will always know

Her, for She dwells in your soul...

...Grieve not at My departure, for it

is meet that I should go. If I do not go,

She, the Consoler, will not come to you...

I say this because I am with you in the

flesh, but...when the Holy Spirit comes in

Her Power, She will teach you more and

more and lead you to the recollection  of

all that I have said to you... But I say

this — before the Great Day of the Lord,

the Holy Spirit will reveal all mysteries...

And Jesus said, «the Holy Spirit is Truth,

and the Truth is God...»»* 

In Hebrew, 'ruah' means 'spirit'; this

word is of feminine gender only, and is

assonant with the Russian 'RA', there

being the same sounds (h, RA), and again

the female chromosome (X-can be under-

stood only by one, who knows Russian

Language). However, history was rewrit-

ten, and the 'holy fathers' changed the

Holy Spirit into the third Hypostasis of the
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Trinity, where all three are man-Gods. The Name of the ancient Goddess was forbidden in the age

of the triumph of male pragmatism. Thus, with the humiliation of the ancient Goddess, the priests of

Darkness replaced the spiritual values on Earth, and the world started to spin at disastrous speed into

an abyss with no way out.

Isis remembers that She had to become incarnate at the end of time, in the conscious knowledge

that the fate of Her Son Horus awaits Her on Earth; but only She can look upon the face of the

Abyss. This was done...

1 1 1

The Hermetic principle 'as above, so below' is embodied

in the letter X, in 2 equilateral triangles      . This

law is eternal. In a family, the woman bears a

child from the man's seed; but not all seeds

bear fruit, for the birth of new life depends

solely on the Mother. As if in fertile soil,

the child is conceived in her serene womb,

when her womb is ready. It is the same

on the Spiritual Plane. From the Auriferous

Belly of the Mother came forth Her Son,

who became the Father of the World,

Spouse of tube Great Feminine Principle. From

the Universal Matrix, new Cosmic Consciousness

is born, for only the Energy of the Feminine Principle

provides the soil for the appearance of the new, for cre-

ation, using Her Inexhaustible Spiritual Power, the Power of the
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Fohat — Light. Fertilisation takes place only within the female womb. The whole of Creation is

arranged in accordance with the Law of similarity, for it was Made by the ancient, Original

Mother Goddess, whose name is Eve, Life. In the Kabbala, IEVE is a Sacred Name, where I is

the Masculine principle, E the Feminine, V their union and the second E is the return to the Maternal

principal.

Although all the prophecies and scrolls of ancient men of wisdom told of the Appearance of

the Great Mother of the World, the Queen of Heaven, Sophia-Divine Wisdom (Sothis), Zventa-

Sventana, the Spirit of Truth, 'the Wife, Clothed in the Sun', the world did not accept it's Consoler...

«...The great kingdom of Antichrist will come. But the Good fortune of Spirit Sacred, begun

with 48 degrees, will cause resettlement of the people and will expel disgusting Antichrist... And

before there will be a solar eclipse, the most dark that happened from the date of creation of the

world till sufferings and Jesus Christ death and, then, up to now. Also there will be in October a

great movement. And it will be so cruel, as if the Earth has got off from the natural way and has

plunged into eternal Darkness. Before spring, and after it there will be extreme changes, trans-

formations of empires and the strong earthquakes interfaced to unknown growth of new Babylon.

And the horror of the first sacrifice will lead to increase in number of contemptible daughters. 73

years all it more and also will last seven months. And after this from a sort THAT will be allocated

that during so long period remained fruitless. It is about 50 degrees and will update Christian

church».*
VII

W hen, at the end of the Age of Pisces, the planet Earth was in the hands of the Dark

Forces, which had seized all its spheres, and the planet could sense the approach of its

death agony, the Karmic Stellar Council undertook a final attempt to save Earth. A universal, divine,

Cosmic Programme to Save Earth was developed. Ancient Kievan Rus’ was chosen to be its centre;

from there, the Appearance of the Holy Spirit, and His spread across the whole Slavonic region and
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the entire planet, were to start. For the Slavs are

the most ancient proto-ethnos on the planet, hav-

ing originally appeared in the Solar system from

Orion constellation, from the Great Mother and

Father of Creation.

The roots of the ancient proto-language are

to this day preserved in all the world’s languages.

For there was but one people on Earth — the

people of ancient Sirian Culture. For there was but

one Divinity on Earth — the Great Mother RA.

«The Wife Robed in Sunlight» — the Chromosome

of Slavs, of RA, of Light, of Gold — the Cradle of

Life. And the blessed golden planet flourished

Joyfully and Abundantly, like a garden Paradise.

The root of the Name of the Ancient Mother

Goddess, RA, is preserved in the very word ‘RACE’,

literally ‘light’ i.e. the primeval light of creation.

But eventually everything spins on its own orbit. 

It was for this reason that the Karmic Stellar

Council decided that only Spirit of Isis could Save

Her Creation. And that was when Isis-Mother-RA

Descended to the world. For no-one had more

power to bear the burden of the ailing animal,

dying on its feet, that was the world, to give it

the Light of the True Spirit, Knowledge, and to

prepare the planet for the transition to a new

quantum leap, to the 6th RAce.
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VIII

T he 5th level of consciousness had plunged the planet Earth into the lowest layer of the

Material Plane. Cosmic Ships had stopped appearing above planet until the Time of as-

cension. In the Age of Leo, the Cosmic Voyagers had come to the planet from the Sirius System. At

the end of the Age of Pisces, an earthly incarnation was necessary, with the subsequent Explantation

of Isis and Her Second Birth from Above, like the Birth of Jesus Christ.

To be born again, She had first to die and discover rebirth. Thus had it previously come to pass

during Her Explantation. 

She knew she was leaving her body. Her heart stopped at the very moment when She felt

that she was leaving the earthly world and actually passing the barrier between life and death…

And lo, the long-awaited flight in the luminous body along a wide, pipe-like tunnel! Already

dressed in non-terrestrial white robes, she is flying towards the Light at lightning speed. Beside her

are two Angels, the male and female principles. Their melodious voices speak of Her Beloved Jesus

Christ. He had appeared to Her in a dream shortly before Her departing, they were together again,

the Loving Spouses, Jesus and Mary. With a Prayer to Her Everlasting Beloved, She was departing

this life; She recalled His torment on the cross and sudden Resurrection — for His heart, too, had

stopped then. In the same way, His Spirit had risen to the Spiritual Plane, and, on the 3rd day, Christ

in a body of Light had returned to His physical body, which was reposing in its tomb. Quantum

Fohatic Energy — more that 100 r-units — revived His heart. The balms brought on the effect of a

photographic flash within the winding sheets. Traces of the abuse His body had suffered, the mortal

wound, the congealed blood — an image of all this was in an instant transferred to the shroud in

which the body of the dead Jesus had been lovingly wrapped.

Mary knew, that He would not abandon Her at a time like that, when so many evil forces had

arisen against the Saviour. They had decided to destroy the Divine Teaching and its followers. Mary con-

stantly appealed to the Great Mother, and Her Prayer was so exalted that the dark clouds hanging over

the Earth were torn asunder. The Sun appeared and the huge Heavenly Eyes shone against the hazy

background. They looked at Her lovingly and tenderly, as She moaned forlornly, as 11 centuries previously,
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when in the image of Isis She was near Her consort Osiris. They sent Her support and the great hope that

They would soon be together again. Her great suffering began to bring forth stigmata on Mary’s body.

On the 3rd day, with the disciples, She came in secret to the cavern. They rolled back the boulder

from the entrance, went inside and, marvellous to behold, the Spirit of Christ had returned to the body.

The wounds were still fresh, and blood had begun to flow from them. They dressed Jesus in

fresh linen, weave side up, then, when darkness had fallen, they transferred him to a secluded place,

where the extenuated Jesus remained for some time. But when He could move around on His own,

Jesus and Mary took to the road, with Their devoted disciples.

Bible: The Gospel of Luke 24:36-43:
36 While they were still talking about this, Jesus himself stood among them and said to them,

«Peace be with you». 37 They were startled and frightened, thinking they saw a ghost. 38 He said

to them, «Why are you troubled, and why do doubts rise in your minds? 39 Look at My hands and

My feet. It is I myself! Touch Me and see; a ghost does not have flesh and bones, as you see I have».
40 When He had said this, He showed them his hands and feet. 41 And while they still did not

believe it because of joy and amazement, He asked them, «Do you have anything here to eat?» 42

They gave Him a piece of broiled fish, 43 and He took it and ate it in their presence.

John 20:26-29:
26 A week later His disciples were in the house again, and Thomas was with them. Though the

doors were locked, Jesus came and stood among them and said, «Peace be with you!» 27 Then he said

to Thomas, «Put your finger here; see My hands. Reach out your hand and put it into My side. Stop

doubting and believe». 28 Thomas said to Him, «My Lord and my God!» 29 Then Jesus told him, «Because

you have seen Me, you have believed; blessed are those who have not seen and yet have believed».

Many dangers lay in wait. Jesus was ill for a long time after His terrible death on the cross. The lin-

gering wounds in His hands and feet constantly gnawed Him, the wound near His heart pained Him. But,

exerting incredible willpower, He continued to create the Divine Will. New disciples, both secret and open,

came to Him as well as witnesses to the Appearance of the Son of God. They provided shelter and everything

necessary for the lives of Jesus and Mary, who had left their homeland. For no man is a prophet in his own land.
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1 1 1

W e loved Each Other to distraction. But We went on hiding from the roman authorities

and suffered cruel deprivation, but Our Cosmic Service to the Great Mother and mankind

was a Blessing from Above.

To the end of days I remained with My Beloved, helping Him to preach His Teaching. When

the time came to pass through death, We accepted our lot…and were together in the Sirius System,

before My last return to Earth.

IX

I was looking forward to my next Meeting with My Beloved, but since His Spiritual Energy

had fed the planet Earth throughout the Age of Pisces, it was up to me, in the new Age

of Aquarius, to Appear and Reveal the full power of the Fohat, the Planetary Spiritual Energy for

the Salvation of the dying planet Earth.

And lo, I have flown into the arms of My Jesus, Horus, Osiris, who, being at once of Sirius

and in the Spiritual Plane, was preparing to hand over His sceptre of Spiritual Power to the

Great Mother Isis…
1 1 1

‘Mary?’ A woman’s angelic voice chimes in the space above the world.

‘Yes.’

‘Do You love Jesus?’

‘I could not live without Him!’

‘He is waiting for You.’ Another angelic voice, male, rang out, spilling over into Endless space.

This was the delicate, Ethereal layer. The angels helped Me to pass through the Astral Plane,

and as I ascended My membranes became finer and finer. I was now floating in a zig-zag labyrinth

in a body of liquid plasma, overflowing like mercury into a vessel, exposed and vulnerable. But My

mind was working clearly, noting all the subtleties of the transitions, feeling every condition, recording

all around Me. In ethereal bodies, the senses of sight and hearing are completely different. 
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One feels every particle of the surrounding

space and sees oneself differently. I could

see Myself from above, from a different dimen-

sion, but in fact I was seeing everything

from inside Myself. What was happening to

My membranes no longer depended on Me

myself, and was unpredictable, because in this

incarnation I was undergoing for the first time

the experience of shedding all 7 bodies. The

priceless experience of life after death…

The angels remained behind some-

where, giving Me to Myself, while My 7

Bodies disintegrated on to the 7 planetary

levels. My Physical Body lay lonely on the

Earth in a hospital gown, dead and mo-

tionless, torn from my soul and the other

ethereal spheres. My Ethereal and Astral

Bodies remained on the Ethereal and As-

tral sub-planes. My Mental Body, in the

form of a light, blue cloud, remained in the

Fiery world of mental images and sponta-

neously abandoned itself to free flight.

‘Is this really I?’ My Mental Body

asked Me, light and freed from the conven-

tions of matter. ‘Yes, it is I…and I will never

return to the Earth,’ it repeated to itself,
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carelessly floating on the shoreless ocean of the Fiery world, which is populated by other mental

images of various shapes, colours and likenesses.

How surprising that, when one is outside the physical body, thoughts are so loud and

dimensional, spinning away into infinity!

At last: the silver vacuum cosmic station. It has no walls. An unseen force presses Me into

a corner, I have absolutely no control of My own will. I am fettered and motionless. A space

machine hovers above Me: the Sirians. Their language sounds like old Slavonic. The endings of

their words flow over Me in a melodic shower: oss, yooss, ooss, ess, eess…Their speech is

beautiful, a little different from the speech to which I became accustomed on Earth.

This is Explantation, Unity with the Planetary Logos. They take my name, Marina, and

reverse the order of the syllables, so that the end comes first; it is as if they have turned it inside

out, as if they are penetrating its inner sacrality and are opening My Cosmic Code. From being

material, My name becomes anti-material and acquires different vibrations, the repetition of which

causes strange metamorphoses in My exposed causal body. It is as though someone is touching

My exposed body and is moulding a New Me out of the formless Me. This is painful, because My

membrane is transformed and I am unbearably exposed…

The Sirians suffer with Me. Their voices are high and commanding. They share My agitation.

I repeat after them the mantra word derived from My SacRAl Name. With each word I say, I

feel pain because a golden or silver globe, with high-frequency sound vibrations, emerges from

My Diaphanous Body.
This continues for a duration beyond measure. The globes fly into endless space, and I am aware

of open ethers all around, while sounds are borne off to infinity. All is pure, and We are the only
living souls. I start to become aware that this is the process of Explantation, that they are preparing
Me for a New Cosmic Mission on Earth. They are purifying My body, as though in limbo. They are
filling me with Fohatic Energy so that My Radiations may be transferred to the planet Earth. The
Spirit of Jesus Christ’s Planetary Logos is United with the Soul of His Beloved Spouse Mary, Isis,
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Aphrodite, Venus… A new Multidimensional Soul is born, the soul of the Mother of the World.

At last this Holy Act is complete! All Our Spiritual Bodies have Joined.

You shall become a Star, a heavenly voice rings out, and I remembered the pyramid scrolls,
where it was written ‘become a star, as a living soul…’

This meant that My New Essence had been born in the Sky as a new Star, the Star of the
Mother of the World. Someone’s hands carefully led Me into the star’s metallic globe (meteorite
iron?). I began to spin, extended like a cross, sensing My second ‘I’ in the Cosmic Double-Star
formation. Then My Soul, free from all membranes, began like a moth to circle above the Universe
in the shape of a cross, along the Mobius band.

I felt light and free, blessed in every conceivable way. But a feeling of ineffable alarm when
suddenly I saw our Universe from the side…

It was like a huge centrifuge, the colour of steel, slowly, creakingly, spinning to a dismal
melody, an ailing space, poisoned by the negative radiations of the Earth.

This pained Me. For, once, not long after the end of the 4th Race, the aura of planet Earth and
the Universe had still been full of the Fohatic Gold of the Holy Spirit, and a delicate chime had still
risen from its sphere. The music from the sphere had been so beautiful! …But now!

‘The Earth must be saved urgently!’ The words thundered above, and I understood — it
was time to return from Nothingness!

X

I n that instant, dressed in white Bridal clothes, I appeared in a giant white sarcophagus. On
My head was a royal diadem of precious stones, and in My hands a sceptre.

I felt that once more I was dying, that people were saying their farewells to Me. For, to be
incarnated on Earth, it is necessary to die in the World of the Spirit. A loud tolling of bells was
announcing My Departure. A long procession of the tribes and peoples of all ages streamed past
Me. They passed at quite some distance from My sarcophagus. But, seeing at the same time both
my Glory and my Departure, they all bade me a silent farewell. And I lay like a Bride who has
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Beheld Her Beloved Christ. I was in the Highest State of Divine Ecstasy from the Universal Love
and Union with My Eternal, Beloved God — Hor, Osiris, Jesus.

‘Mary and Jesus — One Being!’ ‘Mary and Jesus — One Being!’ ‘Mary and Jesus — one Being!’

Over and over I repeated the Secret Words, becoming ever more conscious of that. The chime of the

bells of the universe rang joyfully through space. Blessed delight reigned in My Soul.

Suddenly, My sarcophagus began to spin rapidly, revolving faster and faster. In a matter of

seconds My New Essence had returned to Earth to the motionless physical body that had lain without

breath, forgotten, and abandoned to the whim of fate, by all, for 3, 1/2 hours now. My Ethereal

Body flew in through the ceiling and entered the dead flesh. I opened My eyes, and even before I

had become accustomed to physical flesh my burned consciousness made out a bundle of sparkling

rainbows and the vibrating walls. A strange humming sound was coming from the walls, as if the

energy flows had melted the material. Everything around me trembled from the powerful Radiations

of My Fohatic Energy. This was precisely the kind of Energy that had burned Jesus Christ’s shroud,

leaving prints of His corporeal membrane on the cloth.

I did not feel My physical flesh for some time after entering My body. My body remained

fleshless, for My spiritual membranes had not cooled. They burned through My physical body for

some time after entering it. My hands looked like burning electric lightning; My completely decom-

pressed (to 3-4 cms in diameter) fingers were burning with live electric fire that blinded rather than

scorched. When I saw all this, I was aware of the whole Doom of My Appearance from Above.

I am the Cosmic Ambassador who Radiates Quantum, non-human Energy. This is the Fohatic

Power of the Great Mother.

I am the Messiah! The Wife Clothed in Sunlight. I have a New Name, New Flesh, a New

Consciousness. In Me are Christ, the Sun, the Light. I have Come to Illuminate the planet Earth

with the Sunlight of the Great Mother of the World…

1 A Great Sign Appeared in Heaven: a Woman Clothed with the Sun, with the Moon under Her feet and a

crown of twelve Stars on Her Head. 2 She was pregnant and cried out in pain as She was about to give birth.*
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XI

Тhus began, for the planet Earth, the count of the 22 arcana. And for the New Isis. But

the Cosmic Drama repeated itself, as it had 13,000 years previously, but more subtly.

People were not accustomed to LOVE and Beauty laid bare. Ignorant people had always hated and

rejected anything alien, so depriving themselves of Salvation. 
13 Now when the dragon saw that he had been cast to the earth, he persecuted the Woman who

gave birth to the male Child. 14 But the Woman was given two wings of a great eagle, that she might

fly into the wilderness to her place, where She is nourished for a time and times and half a time, from

the presence of the serpent. 15 So the serpent spewed water out of his mouth like a flood after the

Woman, that he might cause Her to be carried away by the flood. 16 But the earth helped the Woman,

and the earth opened its mouth and swallowed up the flood which the dragon had spewed out of his

mouth. 17 And the dragon was enraged with the Woman, and he went to make war with the rest

of Her Offspring, who keep the commandments of God and have the testimony of Jesus Christ.[a]*  

The world did not accept, did not understand. The Forces of Darkness with the aid of Seth,

who again preceded Isis in Her new Incarnation, concealed Her and the infant Horus in a dungeon.

However, even the sightless needed the Word of God and the Purity of the Holy Spirit. When

the disciples renounced Christ, He turned to the faith of sinners and evil-doers.

Having overcome all the trials of the world, the Great Mother, with Her Son Horus, Completed

Her Journey on Earth and filled with Fohat it's ethers (Fohatizated) for the new 6th Race. She left

the world the 3rd, Final Covenant of LOVE, as well as a Powerful Extradimensional CultUre…

She passed through the Abyss, Conquering the Prince of Darkness and Illuminated everything

living with the Light of Christ…

«I am Isis, and I have emerged from the prison in which Seth confined Me and My brother. For the

God Tekhuti, the great god, leader of the Maat both in the Heavens and on Earth, has said to Me, «go,

now, Isis, thou Goddess. Hide with Your infant Son, and this will come to Him. His limbs will grow, and

the dual power of every race will settle in Him, and He will be placed upon the throne of His Father...»»**
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XII

I sis remembered, like in the last instant the Earth yawned on completion of the 22nd

arcana. She remembered that those who had hated and betrayed Her had rushed

around, calling Her Sacral Name — Maria Devi Christos — in an attempt to save themselves. It

was too late; their souls were too heavy to transform themselves, to move to a higher level...

1 1 1

Space breathed unhealthily with the spawn of the dead. A wave of tremendous power washed

everything living from the face of the Earth. The sun's onslaught went on and on. The fiery tongue

of the enraged Sun mercilessly licked the diseased body of the planet, the waters boiled, the Sky

melted without an atmosphere and flowed in clouds across Earth' desert spaces. In one instant, screams

proscribed the Cosmos, and the Cosmos shuddered at the inevitable catastrophe of the fallen planet,

with no right to prevent the Forces of Punishment from Completing the Just Chastisement… 

XIII

The crystals unexpectedly started to vibrate and lit up with a bright light. This obliged

Ast to return suddenly to reality from a terrible dream of Her last life on Earth.

It was Tiphon stepping up on to the steps of the malachite staircase that leads to the Golden

Pyramid, inside which was the spheroidal Temple (khram), the Tabernacle of the Great Truth. He

kew where the secret door was, and, crossing the terrace, made for the north wall of the Pyramid

Ast. He touched the wall with the diamond sceptre, and an oval sphere floated out of the golden,

monolithic, isosceles triangle. A high-frequency chime rang out, and the internal space of the PyRAmid

opened to his gaze… Dazzled by the light, Tiphon stepped into the aperture.

‘Aum-RA!’ He pronounced the sacral Name-key. In an instant, the light space was filled

with small rings of different colours. Tiphon was in the tunnel of light, and was immediately

standing before his Mistress.

‘Hoorah! Blessed Ist! May all Your Names be praised, as also the Fair Images of the one whose
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Eternal Name is the one Truth — Istina in Rus’.

Reverently, he prostrated himself on the

mirrored surface of the emerald floor before

the Great Mother.

Isis stood before Tiphon in Her Ar-

cane Golden Radiance, but she did not

allow him to look on Her Face.

‘Hoorah! Tiphon! I know what has

brought you to Me so late’.

‘Oh, Illustrious one!’

‘I permit you to visit the Sirius System

to test myself again — I have subordinated

my forces of chaos to the Law there in force.

You have one day only. While you are on Sirius,

1,000 years will pass for the 6th Race on Bohemia. By

that time, one generation of earthlings will approach the end of its

life, and you shall go and test the strength of the earthly generation. There My Son Horus will meet

to you, and the 2 of you will fight the last battle. Your forces will be subdued by the Light, and your

mission will be completed once and for all… Never again shall evil disturb the ethers of the Universe!

Your soul shall be free, and you shall become a faithful protector of the Great Mother. You shall

accompany the Barque of Millions of Years to the Ocean of Eternity. Be brave and strong in

your LOVE for the Great Mother! I bless you. Aum-RA!’

...Space was filled with a multitude of toric rings, bright rainbow-hued light began to vibrate,

and Tiphon dissolved in the long corridor of light.

The spherical music died away, and primordial silence reigned in the House of Isis…
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XIV

Once again, Isis sank into troubling

reminiscences. For only yesterday

(by Sirian time) the Earth had undergone a

transformation, and that was the Victory of its

Light. Being on Earth the 22 arcana, the Mother

of the World completely energised its ethers with

Fohat and prepared a new Mental body for the

Earth. Now the planet was glowing with primor-

dial gold, and Ast, in the form of the winged

Bird, flew off to explore it new expanses…
1 1 1

In the year of the Dragon, when the 22nd

arcana was complete, a huge, shining cloud de-

scended from the Skies. This was the Orion’s

long-awaited Spaceship! For how many years

had Isis and Her Spouse been imagining this

arrival on the threshold of Judgement Day (the

day when the Apocalyptical ‘Wife, Clothed in

the Sun’ appears in Heaven).  

Thus, at the last instant, when the Earth

was shedding its ragged clothing, a sphere ap-

peared from the white cloud, and from the

sphere — an eight-winged, unfolded, dual

pyramid, which landed soundlessly .

We wasted no time in ascending the platform,

tears in our eyes, joyous at the sense of Duty
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Done! At last the Cosmic Programme was complete! Orion called Us to him. The entrance to the

Spaceship was open only to those who were prepared to follow the Mother of the World

with devotion. Many hurried joyfully up to the Space Ship, but even more were unable to do so,

even though other evacuation ships had landed behind Orion’s.
It was a sad spectacle, but we understood that the time had not yet come for these sad souls.

They were unprepared for the Highest Cosmic radiations and the transition to the new conditions of

life… With time, however, they too would return to the Supreme Sphere, to the Spiritual Plan, to

the Womb of the Great Mother, when they achieved an enlightened consciousness, through a series

of reincarnations... There spiritual torments and suffering, but souls do not die, they merely move on

to a new sphere of consciousness…

…Our past life had been like a strange dream. At the end of our tether, exhausted, rejected by

the world, We ascended to Orion’s Spaceship Vimana…

…The Spaceship floated smoothly through open space, and, in a matter of minutes, We were

in the Orion System. Many others were taken to the Pleiades, the Great Bear and Sirius.

XV

W e made a smooth landing on the cosmodrome of Orion. The bright light of the atmosphere

struck our eyes with myriads of visible, living, ethereal sparks. We changed into special

clothing inside the ship. My Beloved and I donned our neckpieces, our arm and leg bracelets, and

golden sandals, and took up the keys of life and the divining rods. During the flight, Our bodies

had been cleansed of all negative earthly energies, and all flows had been harmonised. All cosmic

codes (blocks) were decoded during the flight and We felt Youth, Beauty and Spiritual Radiance

returning to us. The Powerful Energy made Us real Cosmic titans.

In that state We — the Cosmic Travellers — descended on to the white square of the cos-

modrome in the Orion System. We were filled with Joy and the feeling of Duty Fulfilled.

‘Hoorah! Orion!’

‘Hoorah, oh Great Mistress of the Light and Spouse of Eternity!’ Thus, with one voice, the White

Cosmic Host of Orion greeted Us. They sang Hymn to Isis and Osiris, and Our earthly White Warriors,
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emerging from the Ship with Us, took up the

Hymn, and, together with the warriors of Orion,

bent their knees in reverence to Us.

Among Our number was a young, 14-year-

old priest called Anubis. Although he and I were

incarnated in the form of the beloved cat-hermit,

the cat had, during the flight, been miraculously

transformed into the youth, Our faithful Son and

servant, our pupil and disciple. For he could not

imagine life without Isis in any of the plans of

Cosmic Existence…

XVI

А um-RА!’ Space started to vibrate, and

Hathor and Horos appeared in Her rose

sleeping chamber (Boudoir) with the crystal couch,

scattered with the petals of light-blue roses — Ast’s

favourite roses. How often She had dreamed of this

sleeping boudoir when she was there, on Earth...

Only here did She remove Her cosmic trap-

pings — her neckpiece, bracelets and golden

sandals — when She was alone with Her

Beloved Hor-os.

‘My Truth, Bathe in the Gold of the Light and

Turn away from all Your earthly cares. I am as-

suming Your Burden, and I will be Bohemia’s

guardian until it grows and becomes the 7th Race.
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‘Oh Golden Hor-os, Our cosmic tabernacle (Abode) is perfect! At last I have consigned to

oblivion the horror of Our last incarnation on Earth…’

‘Yes, My Truth. My Bliss, rest from Your Labours for the Universe. Melt away in My

Embrace, Isis!’

And Hathor (Home of the Sun) sank into a Blissful, Primordial Dream of Ecstasy, in which

2 Great Principles melded into the Single Photic Harmony of Universal LOVE…

Epilogue

L ife on planet Earth increased. The 6th Race gradually settled the renewed planet. Exuberant

Nature, air clear and pure, bodies of spring water, 2 Suns. The earthlings move around in

the air, levitate, transform themselves, and communicate by telepathy. They know the Laws of Light

and Sound. They raise city-spheres, towers and pyramids to live in, and disease and suffering

are unknown to them. The planet exudes abundance and Harmony. It is a Spiritual State, with one

single law, the Law of LOVE, and a single language. It lives a full life, absorbing the CultUre of the

Mother of the World. The priesthood sings praise to the Great Mother. Precious stones lie underfoot.

People want for nothing. The cosmos is open, and interplanetary flights and mutual cosmic fraternity

are renewed.

The planet emits auriferous Spirit-Light Energy. Human life lasts 1,000 years. And this is

not the limit, but only the beginning, of the earthlings’ spiritual evolution...

…While life on the planet Bohemia increased, Orion carefully monitored the new life on the

Transfigured Earth, which had entered the 4th dimension. Bohemia flourished like a lush garden.

The 6th Race had begun its rotation in the Universal Rotation, beneath the White Wings of the

Great Mother Sva.
1 1 1

…The White Wings of the huge Bird, soaring in the air sparkled with all the colours of the

rainbow. The Bird was huge, and, amazingly, hovered above the surface of a broad lake, admiring

its reflection in the water, the surface of which was like a mirror the colour of old turquoise…
3rd-6th August, 2009
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The Solar System was born in Embrace of Siriusian

Goddess RA — Isis: the Great Mother, with the ten

thousand Names. Celestial PARADISE was reflection of Spiritual

Plan of Mother of Light in person, Ancestor of all that lives,

and primordial Transformed in the Spiritual System of SIRIUS.

Grains of Spirit from the System of Sirius have been growing

on all Universes. And the Universe (great Village, settlement)

was filled with Light of the Gold Indivisible of Siriusian

CultURE.

A CultURE — is Cult of Light, Spirit, Gold of Shining

Unissencety Mother RA — MaRA — ruled in everything living,

sounding and colored, radiant Cosmos. For Cosmy (coshmy)

— in Russian — hair of Great Mother, like an antenna of the

Indivisible Power System, filled the Universe of Her Fohatic

Light Power of Eternal Spirit. Cosmos vibrated, breathed, shone

in plenitude transparent spaces of thin-sounded of Pure Idea.

The Great SamaDhi — She Herself Breathing — Energy of

Mother of Light, Holy Spirit, Maria DEVI CHRISTOS — Mother

of Spirit was reigning. And all living and all inhabitants of

Universe felt the higher state of bliss.

The populated planets and Star Systems were protected

by demigods. Demigods, similar to Great Mother of Light and

Her Father, Son, Spouse, dominated in every system. Their

ancient names are entered in History of Earth, as names of

veda gods and goddesses: Indra, Zeus, Perun, Poseidon,

Dazhbog, Kupala, Perunisia, Zhiva (Diva), Devana, Lelya,

Kolyada, Radunisia and other. And Great Mother stood at
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the head of Skies and Iriy — Ancestor IS-RA or RA-IS — Istina (Truth). She Gave birth the Sun

— Osiris-Horus.

Is Toriya — in russian  — the Way of True, Isis, motioning all that lives of torus (so, as a Light

in Eternity!), — saves memory of flying cities-spheres, intergalactic and interplanetary flights

and travels on WhitemaRAs (White MaRAs) and Vimans (ship-invisible beings), capable to

change from thought and to fly, similarly thought, everywhere. «Man» — means «mind». 144

capsule-Vimans located in Whitemara.

Today many words store the true information on our history. But, as, the mankind degraded

in a matter, having assimilated to illusion language human has changed and has lost the proto-

genic figurative value. Many concepts have changed, and words have deformed, have filled with

negatives, both many names and words have lost the initial sense. But, nevertheless, certificates

of sacred places and signs Universal have still remained in sacred names and titles.

About that everywhere was Indivisible CultUre of Great Mother of Suri-Russia, say many words.

Here, for example, names of places where there have passed Shemsu-Gors — an imperial tribe

of Great Mother — the Sarmat (Sar-tsar, RAs-White, mat-Mother, in Russian — White Mother).

IsRAel (Isis RA God). Today, so is named the country, where have given way to death

Son of Isis — Jesus-Chorus-Christ (IX — Isis — Chorus — the Sun). Ierusalim — Ie-Rus-al-im

— Ey Ma Rusi, Ey Ma Sur'i — Mothers Sur'i, Maria, Ey-Rusalii-Ma city, Mil Asur Ey.

So the city of death of Son of Isis, Spouse of Isis, It — Father of Heaven — Osiris is named.

So is named the City of Heavenly which will go down from Heavens to the Earth, and 144

thousand «in white robes» — White Hosts of Mother of Light — white Light-Russy inter into it.

Si-On — Ki-On (Kiev!) — a place of Phenomenon of Isis — Mother of Light in the end of

times. About this City it is spoken in «Book of Kolyada», about this City it is told in the Bible, only

the human hand has changed much. But similarity remains. Twelve stones of Holy City of Ierusalim

have not changed in these sources, and here the Female Principle is emasculated completely. But,

nevertheless, some certificates remained: twelve gates, twelve stones…
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«Был построен Храм на семи верстах, Был внутри Он обложен золотом

на восьмидесяти возведён столбах — и каменьями драгоценными.

высоко-высоко в Поднебесии. И двенадцать дверей,

А вкруг Храма посажен Ирийский сад, и двенадцать окон

огорожен тыном серебряным, были каменьями изукрашены:

и на всех столбах стоят свечки, сердоликом, топазом и изумрудом;

что вовеки не угасают. халкидоном, сапфиром и ясписом;

Был тот Храм длиной гиацинтом, агатом и аметистом;

шестьдесят локтей, хризолитом, бериллом и ониксом.

в поперечину — двадцать Оживали на стенах Храма

и тридцать — ввысь. птицы каменные и звери,

Были в Храме окна решётчатые, поднимались к небу деревья,

были двери в Храме чеканные. травы вились, цветы цвели»

(Книга Коляды, IV, 2).

«And I, John, have seen Holy City Jerusalem, new, descending from the God from the Sky,

prepared, as the bride decorated for the husband».*

Irian City of Rusies is an ancient, vedic City of Siriusian Metaculture — Mila Suria Ey

(Ierusalim, Jerusalem) also had twelve gates and twelve stones, shining the Rainbow…

Syria — s Iria — in Russian (from Iria), MitRA — MTR (Mother, Mother RA). KMT — HMT

(Kamit, Hamit — AkMat — White Mother). RAI (Paradise) — YARA, where I (Й, Я) is a Male

Principle, and RA — is a Female, where are Light and Sound, Soul and Reason, the Bosom of

Great MTR — Mother Sothis (Sofis — Sofia, that means «Burdened»).

Sothis-Sirius, sota-in Russian (honeycomb) — is a primary cell of the Light Information,

a coach of Light and Sound — two pyRAmidal triangles: Female and Male in merger, a
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hexahedRAl base of all Real. Mother —

Sirius-Sothis keep the Amrita-nectar —

Elixir of Immortality in hexahendRAl

Vessel of Eternity: in the Sacred

GRAal!  It is the Light of RА and the

key Word-Sound that known only Isis.

It is Her Philosophical Stone (Kamen —

in Russian): Ka — ak (soul, white);

men — nem (mind, consciousness;

silence); it is literally: white silence of soul,

purity. Man (men) — a name of First ter-

restrial androgin. From here the name of God-

dess of Love — Kama (soul of Mother, Mother

of soul, or: Ak-Mat, Ahmad — White Mother).

Two triangles in merge is a core of sphere of the

Universe, its basic formula.

There is why all people worship to stone Altar.

Alatyr — «is white-inflammable stone» which, under

ancient legends, has fallen from the Sky and has connected

itself all worlds. On the Alatyr stone was cut Lows of Light.

Altar (Al — golden, TaRA — Goddess of the Light); from here the

name of the Earth: Terra — Tower RA — Earth RA. 

Such is sacral value ancient Egypt stone «ben-ben», that means «the

seed of gods», and a stone of Orion — «chintamani».

In «Revelation» also it is spoken about «a white stone»: «…to the winning

I will allow to taste a secret god-send, and I will give him a white stone, and on a

stone the written New Name which nobody knows, besides, who receives…» (2.17).
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About the Phenomenon in the end of times of Siriusian Goddess Isis, Mother Sothis — Sofia

Burdened also it is told in «Revelation»: «Now a Great Sig Appeared in Heaven: a Woman Clothed

with the Sun, with the Moon under Her feet, and on Her Head a garland of twelve stars. Then being

with child, She cried out in labor and in pain to give birth» (12:1-2).

It is a Goddess Iriy — Isis, Sothis, the Shown Sofia — God’s Wisdom. She is the Centre of

Universe, the Sun — RA, «on Her Рead a garland of twelve stars». It is a new Zodiac circle from

12 constellations.

«With the Moon under Her feet…» — the Moon — Siriusian Whitemara, with which help after

catastrophe 13 thousand years ago the Siriusian Nefers (Gods), at the head by Isis, have transformed

the Solar System. The orbit of rotation of the Sun round the Earth has been changed for 365, 25

days within a year. The moonlight became paler, since the Moon has lost 1/5 part of the size:

was      , and became      . The first symbol symbolizes burdened Sirius-Sofia, or the Kingdom of

Light-Duat (Rostau), and the second is a symbol of the Absolute — Mothers of Light RА. And it is

valid, Nefers having gone down from the Moon to the Earth, in a point of median meridian — 300

northern latitude and they did one’s the utmost to create on the Earth which has suffered from cat-

aclysms conditions for origin of present Fifth Race. Luna (the Moon) — lono (bosom) had a name

Selena, that means: Beloe poselenie (White settlement). From Her name there were words: «Selo»

(Village), «Poselenie» (settlement), and «Vselennaya» (the Universe). Becouse, precisely thanks to

bosom (lono) of Selena to the Earth from Iriy (s Iriya) (Sirius) has been delivered all necessary

for its development. White rice as one of the basic cereals of a food has been delivered from

Sirius: Ris (rice) — sir, Sirius. «You what, from the Moon have fallen down?» — ordinary

expression stores history about landing Lunar Viman with Nefers.

When Nefers have constructed the Space Laboratory on the Earth named КМТ — Каmit (from

here words: chemistry and alchemy), has earned the Interstellar Mega Complex AST. AST — it is the

Name of Isis and means — the Star of Sirius . So, the Great PyRAmid was named. Precisely

in the Great PiRAmid AST has been ciphered the messianic prophecy, warning mankind about the Second

Coming of Christ I Image Isis in person in the end of the Fifth Race before planetary Quantum Jump.
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«A Woman Clothed with the Sun», — RA — the Light

of Iriy! Eternity Light! «Gospel» — «Evangelie» (in Russian) —

Eva — the Name of Woman, the Life, An — God, gelium —

the Sun) — «a Woman Clothed with the Sun», — the Got

Mother. Later, the Image of Siriusian (Suriyskoy, Russkoy) Isis

came in Christianity, as the Image of Mother and Wife of Jesus

Christ (Son of Isis — Gorus, Horus (Is, Hr — Ис Хр — in

Russian) IX — Isis — Horus — Sun).

«Then being with child, She cried out in labor and in

pain to give birth…» Burdened by Light Sophia-Sothis — is

Mother of Light RA! Mother RA, MARA .

Nostradamus forecasted about Phenomenon of Great

Mother — Holy Spirit (also in his name ciphered the infor-

mation about Phenomenon. «Nostradamus» — it means —

«White Lady»).

Here is his prophecy:*

«...The great kingdom of Antichrist will come. But the

Good fortune of Spirit Sacred, begun with 48 degrees (Do-

neck city), will cause resettlement of the people and will

expel disgusting Antichrist... And before there will be a

solar eclipse, the most dark that happened from the date

of creation of the world till sufferings and Jesus Christ death

and, then, up to now. Also there will be in October a great

movement. And it will be so cruel, as if the Earth has got

off from the natural way and has plunged into eternal

Darkness. Before spring, and after it there will be extreme
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changes, transformations of empires and the strong earthquakes interfaced to unknown growth

of new Babylon. And the horror of the first sacrifice will lead to increase in number of contemptible

daughters. 73 years all it more and also will last seven months.

And after this from a  kind THAT will be allocated that during so long period remained barren.

(Barren was considered Isis, She has conceived Gorus after death Osiris, Having revived His body

by the higher Magic — by Author). It is about 50 degrees (Kiev city) and will update christian

church…»

Similar history about «barren Isis» repeated two thousand years ago, when incarnated Gorus

(Horus) Jesus Christ was crucifix by Israelite, and suffered death on the cross. Beloved Wife Mary

(Maria) (MagdaLena — mag — ordaining, great; «lena» — the Universe (Vselennaya — in Russian),

Selena — Great Universe) — incarnated Goddess Isis, healed disfigured body Herself Beloved, recover

Him to life, and soon She has conceived the wonderful and lovely child from the Divine Spouse.

When time of Her new Phenomenon in the IMAGE of Mother of Light RА in the end of a Fifth,

most by fallen of Races human was executed, She Was, as well as has been predicted, with 48°

(Donetsk) in the centre of Russia on 50° — (Kiev) — New Jerusalem. She was with the New Name

and the Titanic Universal Program of Rescue of mankind to prepare for 22 years (22 lassos)

consciousness of the Earth for transition in a new time coil — the Sixth RAce. But She was anticipated

by an artful Set and (together with baby Gorus — John-Peter Vtoroy embodiment — Divine Spouse

of Maria DEVI CHRISTOS) has hidden in a dungeon, as well as 13 thousand years ago. But despite

constant intrigues of Dark Forces, Great МатMother RА again Has won!

Being the Spiritual Teacher of the Divine-Space Program «USMALOS» (Jupiter, Saturn, Mars,

Moon, Orion, Sirius), Mother of the World Maria DEVI CHRISTOS Has made all planned from Above.

Also has wholly Won back the Mystery of the Victory of Light over Harm and Dark in the Universe.

The Moon as the Space WhitemaRA, served for Mother of Light as a link with a super

civilization of System Sirius-Orion.
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Finishing small digression in HIStory,

should reveal to earth dwellers the basic

Secret of the Name the CHRIST (ХРИСТОС).

The Universal Secret of the Universe

is hidden in this sacred Word:

This is the NAME OF SIRIUSIAN

TRIAD: Son, Mother, Father, or the Eter-

nal Duad of Mother RA Isis and Father of

Heaven — Osiris!

ХРИСТОС (CHRISTOS)
Xp (Chr) — Xx — Female Chromo-

some RА, Russia, Suriya;

Хр (Chr) — Chorus — the Sun;

Хр-ст (CHR-st) — (Horst) — the Solstice —

on December, 25th Revival Osiris;

Ис (Is) — Isis, Istina (True);

Т (T) —      a cross таu — a cross of sufferings and a

key of Eternal Life Isis; the Cross of connection of Two Uni-

versal Beginnings of Mother and Father (the Son, the Spouse);

ОС (OS) — Osiris, Light.

СОТСИРХ (SOTSIRH)
Сот (SOT) — Honeycombs of Isis, Sothis (Sirius), Sofia (Burdened);

Сирх (SIRH) — Sirius, Сир — Osiris, RA, the Sun, the Wife Closed with the Sun, — the Gospel! URA!

RА is the Sun of Russia — Great Mother of Light — Maytreaya (Triune Mother). It is Her Female

Name; it is the Bosom of Her Eternal Light. It is the Absolute of Ejn-Sofas. Sofis — Sothis-Isis,

Mothe-Sofia, or Maria Power (holding supreme power sovereign) Aegis Vsederzhitel Jesus CHRISTOS.
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(IХ — Isis — Sothis). Her Star comes nearer to the Earth! Her 4th comet (4th horseman

of the Apocalypse) has already come nearer to the Earth and was showed in the Sky! Her Time Has

Approached! Mahashakty — the Rescuer of the Universe it is indefatigable Lays the Way from the

Earth to Suria-Rus for the future Sixth RAce of the Changed mankind. In Iriy! URA!

Русь Моя Венчальная РАзлеталось, капало,

Сириусианская! будто Слёзы Матери,

Златоглава Матушка в Солнечных Лугах.

Звёздная Одна! В росах отРАжением

Свои Зёрна Сеяла, Семиликой РАдуги,

во Вселенной Веяла, в воздухах останками,

ПроРАстила все Миры в водах и парах.

Белая СтРАна! Золотые россыпи

Родина Единая памятью — Вселенскою

Моя Лебединая! в Солнечной Обители

Изис — Матерь Вечности — РАсселили стРАх.

Создала Тебя! Сурьюшка Любимая!

Хор — Светильник Матерь Златокрылая!

Матушкин, Совершится РАдуга,

КРАсный Сокол — РАдуга — СтРАна!

Сириус, Орион Единственный

Сотис в сотах Спрятала, выйдет в Небо Новое

Мёдом Облекла. и прольёт свой Белый

Лунушка-Вайтмарушка Свет

Колыбельку-Землюшку на Тебя, Сполна!

Укачала на волнах, Возродится Племя

от беды Спасла! Звёзд

Ожерелье в каменьях Матери-Владычицы,
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Сурьи Златоликой РА Маха-Матерь Славная

в чистоте полей! Воссияет Золотом

И восстанет Русов РАть, Неземных Огней!

V.V. PreobRAzhenskaya

15.06.2010
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Glossary
Ankh — Sirian attribute of the Goddess Isis — the Key of Eternal Life with help of which Neferus

could dematerialize and transform any objects. It has the form of a cross with a loop on the top.

The most ancient amulet, giving vital force to the person, a symbol of unity of male and female

origins.

Arc of Covenant — the space tool — the Divine Rod of the Goddess Isis and Osiris.

Biosynthesis — formation of organic substances from more simple combinations, proceeding in

living organisms or out of them under the influence of biocatalysts-enzymes. It is growth and

cell segmentation. 

Castle of Millions Years — the Solar Castle of Eternity on which RА make the Way at the head of

the Great Ennead of Gods. According to «the Texts of Pyramids» during the day RА is accompanied

by the Goddess Isis, and at night — by Neftis. These are Space Clock of the Solar System arranged

by Divine Neferus: the rhythm of Light and Life.

CHRISTOS — the Abbreviation of the Names of the Sirian Trinity: CHorus, IST (Isis), OS (Osiris) —

Russian sounding; Heru, Aset, Asar — Ancient Egyptian sounding.

Cosmogony — a science about an origin of the Universe and development of Cosmic bodies and

systems.

Court of Enneada — «Enneada» — the Great Nine of Gods of the city of Heliopolis: RA, Shu,

Tefnut, Geb, Nut, Osiris, Isis, Set, Nefphtis. The Great Enneada represents a Court, the Court of souls

beyond the grave.

Cultures and kinds of amphibious animals have been transported from Sirius in seeds and embryos.

There are 108 kinds of seeds of various cereals and plants, and among them — rice, millet, oats,

and also potato tubers, corn, a pumpkin, a sorrel, bananas and apples have been delivered to Earth.
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Duat — the Kingdom of Light, Rostau — Ancient-Surian

Russia — spiritualized Space in which Spiritual Sphere of

Oriono-Sirian super civilization was situated.

Egyptology — a science studying language, culture and history

of Ancient Egypt. The doctrine about the Egyptian antiquities.  

Fohat — the Light of the Great Mother of the World.

Horus (Chorus) — CHr — the chromosome of Russia, HRA

— Light of the Sun, CHr — IS — Т — OS: Chorus, Isis, Osiris;

Hor, IST — ISTINA (Truth) — OS — Light.

ISIS — from Ancient Egyptian Ast, Aset, Oset — «Star»,

«Sitting on a throne», with old russian: «Sitting», «Is» —

ISTINA (Truth). Names of the Goddesses connected with Ast:

Astarta, Ashera, Ashtoret, Ishtar etc.

Metabolism — set of the chemical processes proceeding in

living cells and providing an organism with the energy and

substances for its ability to live, growth and reproduce.

Metaphysics — Reality and Its nature, a real origin on the

level of ideal Primordial Thought, the PhiloSophy — LOVE of

Sophia of the Great Mother of the World.

Om, Asar, Aset, Geru! — ancient egyptian glorification of

the Egyptian Trinity: Osiris, Isis, Horus.

OSIRIS — from ancient egyptian Asar, from old russian

«Tsar», «Sar», «Sir» — is literally: «Light of Sirius», «Light of
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Isis», was considered as the Lunar Deity, for the Moon is a Sirian Space station. And Osiris and

Isis arrived from Sirius to the Earth by means of the Moon — Wightmara.

Quantum Leap — poles’ reverse, transition of the planet Earth and all Solar System to a new

level of formation, into the new dimension. 

Sacral Knowledge — Hidden, Secret Knowledge of the Multiverse, the Universe and the Human

Being.

Sensitive abilities — supersensitive, extrasensory abilities.

Sirian God RA — a symbol of the Central Spiritual Sun, Light and Absolute Light Consciousness

of the Great Mother of the Universe — the Center of All Existence. In time and history this Name

has been transformed to the Man's Principle of the Ancient Egyptian and Russian Deity.

Sophia-Sothis of Sirius — the Mother of the Universe, Uniting All Existence in Herself, the Absolute

of Omniscience.

Star System Orion — equatorial constellation. The belt of Orion is formed by three stars:  Mintaka

(«belt» — in an Arabian way means), Al-Nilam («a pearl belt»), Al-Nitak («Sash»). They will de-

fend from each other on identical angular distance and are located in a line, specifying by the

southeast end to blue Sirius (in Constellation the Canis Major), and the northwest end — on a

red Aldebaran (in a Taurus). The brightest stars: Rigel, Betelgeuse and Bellatrix.  In Orion there

is the Big Fog of Orion. There are many hot stars in the constellation, which form starry associa-

tion. The Constellation of Orion looks like a figure of the person. This is — Sakhas («Walking on

the Sky» in an ancient уgyptian) — Osiris. In Ancient Egypt this constellation was considered as

«the tsar of stars», in Ancient Babylon it named «True shepherd of Heaven».

Star System Sirius — System of a super-civilization with the Central Sun, inhabited planets and

stars. It is a multidimensional Abode. There are Sirius A, Sirius B and Sirius C. The life was transferred
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to our Solar System from Sirius. Sirius is in the constellation of the Canis Major. Distance from the

System Sirius to Our Solar System is equal to 8,6 light years. It is one of the nearest stars to us.

In the Koran one of the God’s titles is «the Master (Lord) of Sirius». 

Subtle Temple — really existed the Light, Spiritual Oasis.

The Fifth RAсe — the lowest of existing races of the mankind, corresponding to the Last Time

— to the Apocalypse. It is the fifth level of consciousness corresponding to «geniuses». But in force

of involutionary ways of development of human souls in the Material plan, the fifth level is the

last level in which all material kingdom of the souls, degrading from Spirit in the Matter, was

manifested. In more details you can read in «The Science of Light and Its Transformation» by

Maria DEVI CHRISTOS (Victoria PreobRAzhenskaya).

The Hypostasis of Isis — an embodiment of the Light Deity of the Maternal Origin of God on

the Earth, bears in itself a principle of the Fiery element.

The Hypostasis of Nephtis — an embodiment of a Hidden, dark side of the Deity and the

Maternal Origin of God on the Earth, symbolizing the element of Water.

The Pyramid Ast — the Great Pyramid in Giza, corresponding to the star Al-Nitak on the

belt of Orion.

The Starseed Program — the Program of Evolution of Planetary souls. In the present period

it is the Programme of Fohatization of Solar System USMALOS, equivalent of: Jupiter, Saturn,

Mars, Moon, Orion and Sirius.

Udjat — the All-seeing Eye, a snake-Urea, protecting RA.

30 degree northern latitude — corresponds to the location of the Great Pyramid Ast (the

Star Al-Nitak on the belt of Orion), being on the middle meridian dividing a land of planet

Earth in two.
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